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Abstract 
Girls and women face obstacles when it comes to empowerment, whether it be cultural, 
socioeconomic, political or religious. As a Peace Corps Volunteer in Moldova, I tried to 
help the girls and women in my community overcome some of these obstacles by 
promoting female participation in physical education and sports. Primary obstacles were 
the poor insulation and heating in the gymnasium, which prevented girls and women 
from participating in sports and physical education from October-April. Working with a 
Let Girls Learn (LGL) grant allowed us to repair the condition of the gymnasium, add 
additional sports teams and clubs to the school, and introduce girls to opportunities in 
sports through a lecture series. As a result of the interventions, more females participated 






Empowerment is a broad term with multiple definitions that change depending on who 
you ask. The Oxford Dictionary defines Empowerment as “The process of becoming stronger 
and more confident, especially in controlling one’s life and claiming one’s rights” [1]. 
Empowerment can be setting goals for oneself and aiming to achieve those goals or it can be 
becoming one with who you are as a person. The definition changes and can be broken down 
into three common terms: improvement, goals, and achievement. Empowerment is determined 
by how a person perceives improvements, sets their goals and evaluates how they can be 
achieved [2]. 
 Women’s empowerment has been a topic around the world for over 100 years. In 1893 
New Zealand was the first nation to allow women the right to vote [3]. The United States passed 
the same amendment in 1920, and more recently Saudi Arabia allowed women the right to vote 
in 2015 [3]. Women’s empowerment in an ongoing process. Past milestones such as gender roles 
changing during World War II and the Women’s Rights Movement are being followed by fights 
for women’s reproductive rights today. McCord (2020) states that although women globally are 
achieving more rights every day, if the progression stays at the current rate, it will take over 100 
more years for women to reach full equality with men [3].   
Women’s empowerment is usually divided in to five categories: psychological, political, 
social, educational, and economical [4]. For the purposes of this paper, we will be focusing on 
psychological and social empowerment. Psychological empowerment for women is becoming at 
peace with themselves and their lives. This can be evaluated as finding their own self-worth, 
building confidence, and finding the capacity to take control of their own lives, allowing them to 
overcome the mental barriers and moving in to the physical world [4]. Psychological 
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empowerment can also be overcoming physical obstacles placed before you, such as structural 
barriers due to poor conditions in infrastructure.  
Social empowerment is taking those ideals on an individual level and applying them 
towards a larger group as a whole. It is a system that allows women to strengthen their positions 
and relationships in a social setting. The most common term associated with women’s social 
empowerment is “Feminism” [4].  Feminism is the belief of equality between the sexes both 
socially, economically, and politically [5]. Perkins (2010) describes empowerment as a collective 
rather than an individual process. Perkins (2010) believes that participatory empowerment has a 
larger impact when it comes to overcoming fears and obstacles while increasing satisfaction and 
overall wellbeing [6]. Empowerment impacts overall wellbeing by having a positive influence on 
the empoweree’s health. Having a positive health status is not determined solely on the basis of 
the absence of disease, but on mental, physical and social wellbeing [4]. 
 Improving mental, physical and social aspects of health can be achieved by a wide range 
of activities and interventive measures. One interventive measure that can improve all three 
health aspects is physical activity. Park et al. (2017) states that physical education classes and 
other forms of extracurricular sports play a role in developing impulse control in adolescence [7]. 
Along with mental development milestones, physical activity can also help lessen some forms of 
mental illness like anxiety, depression and low self-esteem [8]. Physical activity has obvious 
physical health benefits, but it also helps improve social health by forming a sense of comradery 
on sports teams and in physical education classes.  
For the most part, physical education and sports are social activities that allow girls and 
women that participate to not only become empowered on an individual level, but on a social 
level as well. A key benefit for girls that participated in physical education classes in India was 
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knowledge of the importance of their own lives. They passed this information on to family 
members and friends, showing an example of empowerment on a social level [9]. Huang et al. 
(2019) found that in Taiwan more women are overcoming traditional stereotypes by becoming 
more involved in sports such as triathlons, cycling and track. As a result they are influencing the 
public in Taiwan to have different viewpoints on women and female gender roles [10]. 
1.1 Women in Influential Roles in The Sports Industry 
 
Females face adversity every day, particularly in the often male-dominated world of 
sports and physical education. Facing childhood stereotypes such as “you play like a girl” and 
“boys will be boys” creates negative perceptions when it comes to girls participating in an 
otherwise male-dominated domain [11]. These are obstacles that women have been facing for 
centuries. In the nineteenth century, medical professionals claimed that it was not healthy for 
women to participate in intense exercise because their bodies were too frail and fragile [12]. The 
fear was that if girls participated in high intensity activities, they would become sterile and 
masculine [13].  
World War II had both positive and negative effects on women’s sports in the United 
States. For example, women’s hockey was first introduced into the United States in 1920. But 
after World War II women’s hockey disappeared as it was seen as a male-only sport [14]. 
Women’s hockey was not reintroduced in the United States until the 1980s. Since most sports 
were put on hold due to the war, the All-American Girls Professional Baseball League 
(AAGPBL) was introduced to fill the time [13]. However, like hockey, the AAGPBL was 
discontinued post-war and women’s baseball was not reintroduced in the United States until the 
1980s [13].  
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Overcoming gender-based stereotypes has proven to be a challenge not only for female 
athletes and coaches, but also sports journalists across the world. In the 1970’s the entire United 
States had just 25 female sports writers [13]. The majority of sports editor positions were filled 
by males, and in 2007 only around 7% of sports journalists were female, the majority being 
sideline reporters [15]. In 2017 this number had only increased to about 10% [16]. These low 
percentages are in part caused by the male-dominated field. The other key factors are the 
different forms of discrimination women face in these positions. Whether it be sexual 
harassment, lower wages, isolation and more, women do not feel as accepted as men in the sports 
world [17]. Having a female role model in sports and physical education helps increase 
participation of girls in these activities [18]. With positive influences in the sports field, we could 
potentially see an increase of female inclusion in the sports industry. 
Female role models have paved the way for generations of female athletes across the 
world, fighting against cultural, physical, economic, and political barriers. American soccer 
players Mia Hamm and Alex Morgan are advocates for participation of girls in sports, advising 
girls that they can also be female athletes [19]. Hamm and Morgan are not the only high-profile 
women advocating for girls: Maria Helena Cardoso, Susanthika Jayasinghe, and most notably, 
Billie Jean King all broke down barriers as well. 
Maria Helena Cardoso played a significant role in shaping the women’s basketball 
program in Brazil. Cardoso was a member of the Brazilian Women’s National Basketball team 
from 1956-1972. After retiring in 1972, Cardoso became a coach so that she could help other 
girls in Brazil get involved in sports. As a coach she was able to bring her team to victory in 
various competitions, winning several titles for Brazilian Women’s Basketball. She brought her 
team to the 1991 World Championship, qualifying them for the 1992 Olympic Games [20]. 
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Cardoso helped shaped the women’s basketball program in Brazil and by coaching was able to 
get other girls and women involved in women’s sports. 
Susanthika Jayasinghe, like Cardoso, also paved the way for future generations in her 
country. Jayasinghe, originally from Sri Lanka, was part of the School Athletic Games physical 
education program, which helped shape her into the athlete she later became. Jayasinghe 
qualified for the 2000 Sydney Olympic Games, winning the silver medal in the 200m sprinting 
event. At the time, winning a medal at the Olympics was the most prestigious award that a 
female could win in Sri Lanka [21].   
In the United States one of the most influential women in sports history is Billie Jean 
King. King is a retired professional tennis player who was ranked number one in the world in 
1966, 1967-1968, 1971-1972, and 1974. To this day King still holds the record for most 
combined Wimbledon titles with 20 wins [22]. King is also a strong advocate for equal pay for 
women, as well as LGTBQ+ rights. As part of her fight for equal pay, King played professional 
tennis player Bobby Riggs in the infamous “Battle of the Sexes” [22]. King won the match, 
creating a historic moment for women in sports [23]. 
King, Hamm, Morgan, Cardoso, and Jayasinghe all pioneered pathways for girls and 
women in the athletic industry. The examples they set for young women around the globe 
continued to drive girls and women to push themselves past the limitations imposed on them by 
culture, politics, or other factors. As a young female athlete, I looked up to Mia Hamm as a role 
model. As I entered the Peace Corps, I wanted to set a similar example for my students, teaching 
them that they can do anything they set their minds to, no matter what others may think or say. 
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2 Empowering Girls and Women Through Physical Activity in the 
Peace Corps 
 
As a Peace Corps Volunteer, I served in the Republic of Moldova, one of the poorest 
countries in Europe. Moldova is a small country in Eastern Europe, situated between Romania 
and the Ukraine. Moldova has a temperate climate and rich soil, making it one of the best 
agricultural producers in Europe. One of their biggest products is wine. Being one of the poorest 
countries in Europe, most of the population grow and cultivate their own food, tend to their own 
livestock, and make their own wine at home. 
As a former Soviet Union country, Moldova has retained most of the Soviet-era 
infrastructure. The buildings are large and spacious, but built with a substance similar to 
Styrofoam for insulation. The Styrofoam is then covered with a thin layer of concrete. This 
design was created with quantity over quality in mind. With two porous materials being used as 
the exterior walls for the buildings, most of the buildings are not properly insulated and do not 
retain heat well. Moldova has seasons similar to lower Michigan or New England, with hot 
summers and cold snowy winters. In the coldest month, January, it is on average 20F/-7C. 
I lived in the northeastern part of Moldova in the village of Olișcani in the district of 
Șoldănești. A more rural part of Moldova, Olișcani is located in a valley primarily made up of 
vineyards, sunflower fields, gardens and farms. The official population of the village is around 
2,500, however most men between the ages of 20 and 50 work in other countries across Europe. 
They often work in Italy, Russia and England, where jobs are more accessible and the wages are 
higher, and send their earnings back to their families. This means that for most areas of Moldova, 
the recorded population number does not reflect the permanent residential population. There are 
fewer people living in villages and district centers than what is recorded, and these residents 
consist of mostly women and children. 
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In the Peace Corps I worked as a Health Education Teacher in the local elementary and 
middle school. I taught Health to grades 3-9 and Personal Development to the 3rd and 6th grades. 
As part of my curriculum, I focused on teaching students about the three health aspects: Physical, 
Social and Mental. One of the most impactful topics covered was the importance of physical 
activity and exercise in your daily life. One of my main goals was for my students to practice 60 
minutes of physical activity a day. The students knew beforehand that physical activity was 
beneficial, however they did not realize that physical activity is not just working out and 
exercise. Together we learned how their daily tasks such as walking 45 minutes to school, 
working in the garden at home, and doing chores around the house all count as physical activity. 
With this knowledge they gained a better understanding of what it meant to increase physical 
activity in your daily life.  
2.1 Pre-Intervention 
 
As Peace Corps Volunteers, we have access to resources that can greatly benefit the lives 
of our community members. Of those resources, one of the most advantageous are the Peace 
Corps grants. The school is one of the older buildings in the village, and has not had many 
significant repairs or improvements. The previous Peace Corps volunteer that worked at this site 
received a grant to add a computer lab in the school, and another grant to fixed the safety hazards 
caused by the gas line in the cafeteria, add healthier lunch options, and add hand washing 
stations so that the kids could wash their hands before they ate. Because of these previous 
awards, the faculty and staff at the school were motivated to try for another one. So we held a 
meeting with the school faculty and staff to determine what needed the most attention at the 
school. Given the other projects that were already completed, and keeping in mind the design of 
the Soviet-era buildings, most of the teachers focused on the school gymnasium.  
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A requirement of the Peace Corps small grants committee is that each grant proposal 
must include a needs assessment (Table 1) and pre-intervention survey data to prove that the 
need for a grant is there. We held a faculty and staff meeting, where each participant was free to 
propose a project. Each member was asked to answer the following question, “What program or 
facility at the school needs the most improvement?”. Having improved the computer lab and the 
cafeteria in previous years, most of the proposals concerned the gymnasium. After all of the 
proposals were submitted, we held a series of votes to determine which projects would best 
benefit the children, community and the school. The needs assessment determined that 
improving conditions in the gymnasium was the best course of action. 
We conducted a series of three surveys for the project to better understand where best to 
use the grant. The surveys were distributed to all students enrolled in the elementary and middle 
school in Olișcani, women ages 25-40 in Olișcani, and 13-15 year old female athletes in the 
district of Șoldănești. All students enrolled in the elementary and middle school in Olișcani were 
surveyed (37 boys, 63 girls), for a total of 100 students. Two additional surveys were also 
conducted. One surveyed the women in the community that are involved with the women’s 
volleyball team (15 women), and the other surveyed the female athletes in the district of 








Table 1: This table shows the outcome of the needs assessment conducted by a total of 12 teachers at Olișcani 
Elementary/Middle School in Olișcani, Șoldănești. A series of votes was held where each of these projects was compared to one 
another, and the winner of each of the head-to-head votes is shown in red. The needs assessment was used to determine which 
project was the most urgent. 
 
 
The students were asked if they participated in their physical education classes, if they 
were on a club or competitive sports team, if they were happy with the current condition of the 
gymnasium, and if they felt that girls and boys equally participated in physical education class 
(Appendix 1.1). The results indicated that the girls were less satisfied with the current condition 
of the gymnasium, with 91.9% of the girls voting against the current condition. The boys were 
not satisfied with the current condition of the gymnasium either, but were less displeased than 
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the girls, with 75.6% voting against the current condition, although the responses were not 
significantly different by gender when tested with a chi-squared analysis (χ2 = 3.96, p= 0.14). 
When asked why the students were not satisfied with the current state of the gymnasium, the top 
answer selected by 75.6% of the boys and 90.3% of the girls was that it was too cold and 
deteriorating. When asked if the students feel that the girls equally participate in physical 
education class, 59.4% of the boys and 77.4% of the girls said that they do not feel that there is 
equal participation, although again the responses were not different by gender (χ2 = 5.34, p = 
0.07). When asked why they felt that there was an unequal distribution of participation between 
the boys and girl, the top answer for both genders was that the girls refuse to participate because 
it is too cold.  
The women’s survey was distributed to 15 community members in the village of Olișcani 
(Appendix 1.2). It showed that 86.6% of the women were not satisfied with the current condition 
of the gymnasium, with 73.3% stating that it was due to the cold temperature and the 
deterioration of the gymnasium and surrounding infrastructure.  
The female athletes’ survey was sent to 8 different villages in the district of Șoldănești, 
all of whom compete in volleyball tournaments in Olișcani (Appendix 1.3). An open-ended 
survey was distributed to 120 female athletes in the district. The survey showed that 74.1% of the 
female athletes enjoy participating in competitions in Olișcani, stating that it is one of the most 
well-lit and spacious gymnasiums in the district. However, 81.6% of the female athletes stated 
that the do not enjoy participating in competitions hosted in Olișcani, due to the cold 
temperatures making conditions uncomfortable. These percentages are contradictory due to the 
formatting of the survey. The female athletes were asked to answer both statements: “Which two 
village gymnasiums do you most like to compete at and why?” and “Which two village 
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gymnasiums do you least like to compete at and why?”. They did not have the stipulation that 
they could not pick the same village gymnasium for both questions, hence, the Olișcani 
gymnasium was both the most liked and the least liked in the district.  
All of the surveys showed an overwhelming consensus that the Olișcani gymnasium was 
too cold in the winter for adequate participation in physical education and sports activities. The 
survey responses supported the need for the grant project, reflecting that the gymnasium is a well 
appreciated facility with one overlying problem, the temperature inside the gymnasium. 
2.2 Grant Proposal 
 
Working alongside the physical education teacher and the principal, we developed a 
project proposal to increase female participation in sports and physical education for our village 
and district center via infrastructure improvements and community programs. As a requirement 
of the grant application we had to provide a detailed budget report, projected community 
contributions, project objectives, proof of a need for the project, and a list of activities that 
pertain to the overall project theme. The objectives of the grant proposal were to 1. Promote the 
participation of women in physical activity in Olișcani and 2. Increase female participation in 
sports activities held in Olișcani by 50%. We submitted our proposal to the Peace Corps grant 
committee and were awarded a Let Girls Learn (LGL) Grant through the Michelle Obama 
Foundation. The project was carried out from August 2019 until March 2020. 
The LGL grant allots $3,500 to recipients. The additional project total must be raised by 
the Peace Corps volunteer and their community. As per Peace Corps regulations, the local 
community must cover a minimum of 25% of the total project cost. The budget for our project 
was $12,082.65. Since $3,500 was provided by the Michelle Obama Foundation and $7,179.94 
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was contributed by the community, we raised the remaining $1,402.71 through individual 
donations (Table 2). The overall budget was broken down in to 7 categories: equipment, labor, 
land/venue rental, materials transport, materials/supplies, travel/per diem/food/lodging, and 
other. The materials cost a total of $7,722.85 and new equipment cost $1,730.78. The majority of 
the budget went towards repairing the gymnasium and access hallway and new gymnasium 
equipment. The rest of the budget was broken up into labor ($706.42), land/venue rental 
($67.87), materials transport ($827.60), other ($226.24), and travel/per diem/food/lodging 
($800.89). 
 
Table 2: Overall budget for the Peace Corps Let Girls Learn (LGL) grant. 




Total Project Cost 




Based on the results of our pre-intervention surveys, we concluded that condition of the 
gymnasium and the sports equipment needed to be improved. The major concerns regarding the 
gymnasium were the heating system, the changing rooms, and the access hallway. In Moldova 
the most common form of heating systems are soba ovens and hydronic heaters. Soba ovens are 
a wood burning heater that look similar to a pizza oven and are used in smaller spaces, typically 
homes. Hydronic heaters operate by heating water and moving the hot water through sealed 
pipes to heaters throughout the room. In the gymnasium, there were five hydronic heaters (Fig. 
1). Since the space is large, with high ceilings and poor insulation, the heaters were not working 
20 
efficiently (Fig.2). This made using the gymnasium during October through April a challenge 




Figure 1: Shown in the image, the gymnasium is large with few heaters.  
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Figure 2: The layout of the gymnasium and the heater placement before and after the project. 
  
Inside of the gymnasium were two separate locker rooms, one for the boys and one for 
the girls. The locker rooms were supposed to have dual access from both the gymnasium and the 
corridor. However, the access doorways from the corridor were damaged from the wood freezing 
and expanding during the colder seasons, and therefore unable to be opened. This was partially a 
result of the inefficient heating system. The other access doorways from the gymnasium did not 
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have any doors, so the changing rooms were open to the gymnasium with no security or privacy. 
Lastly, the floor of access corridor to the gymnasium was rotted and was exposed to the 
foundation underneath, which was filled with glass, rubble, and other debris (Fig. 3).  
 
 
Figure 3: The image shows the condition of the access hallway to the gym. As shown in the image, the floor is 
rotten and in most areas missing. 
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For the repairs, we were able to increase the heating systems output by adding 12 
additional hydronic heaters (Fig. 2 and 4). We also added better insulation to the outside walls of 
the gymnasium to increase heat retention. In addition to the repairs made to the gymnasium’s 
heating system, the floor in the access corridor was also repaired (Fig. 5). The old rotted floor 
was removed and the base was filled in with concrete and then covered with seasonal tiles. These 
tiles were selected due to their durability in all seasons and temperatures. The repairs to the 
corridor and the gymnasium heating system were completed in October 2019, just in time for the 
start of the cold season. After the floor was completed, the access doorways were repaired to 
allow access to the changing rooms from the corridor. Lastly, doors with locks were added to 
both the girl’s and boy’s changing rooms leading to the gymnasium, allowing both privacy and 
security for the students in the changing rooms.  




The last major component of the grant was improving the sports equipment in the 
gymnasium to allow more students to participate in physical education classes at a time, instead 
of having to sit on the benches and wait turns. We were able to completely stock the equipment 
lockers with new merchandise, and replace the old and damaged equipment (Table 2). Grant 
Figure 5:  The image shows the access hallways after the rotten floors were removed. The floor was leveled and filled in with 
gravel and then concrete was poured over. Durable tiles were added along with a new coat of paint.  
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funding allowed us to provide not only equipment for current sports teams (soccer, volleyball, 
basketball, table tennis, and tennis), but also equipment for other sports (rugby, football, 
gymnastics, track and field, and lacrosse), allowing the school the opportunity to create more 
sports teams and clubs (Fig. 6). 
Figure 6: The image shows some of the new sports equipment purchased for the grant. 
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Table 3: An in-depth catalog of all equipment purchased for the grant and their respective costs. 
Item Description Unit Cost USD Quantity Total Cost USD 
Volleyball $22.62 8 $181.00 
Basketball $14.14 5 $70.70 
Mini Soccer Ball $28.28 5 $141.40 
Football $16.69 2 $33.37 
Tennis Table $395.93 1 $395.93 
Table Tennis 
Rackets (Set of 2) 
$11.31 4 $45.25 
Basketball Net $5.94 4 $23.76 
Gymnastics 
Mattress 
$84.84 6 $509.05 
Score Board $29.41 1 $29.41 
Assorted Weights $5.66 2 $11.31 
Soccer Net $28.28 2 $56.56 
Track Obstacles 35 
cm 
$2.83 10 $28.28 
Throwing Balls 150 
gr 
$1.98 10 $19.80 
High Jump Bar $67.87 1 $67.87 
Tug of war rope $48.08 1 $48.08 
Sports Cones $8.77 4 $35.07 
Trophies $11.31 3 $33.94 






In conjunction with the repairs, the grant project also consisted of various activities, such 
as a 10-day sports summer camp (Appendix 2.1), a flag football bootcamp, mother-daughter 
lectures (Appendix 2.2), a field trip to the national soccer stadium to see a team practice 
(Appendix 2.3), a district-wide volleyball competition, and a health fair. The 10-day sports camp 
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was held in August 2019, the field trip was held in September 2019, and the mother-daughter 
lectures were held throughout the month of October 2019. The health fair, volleyball tournament 
and flag football bootcamp were supposed to occur in March 2020, but were unable to be held 
due to the COVID-19 pandemic prohibiting large social gatherings.  
The 10-day summer camp focused on personal development, having a different topic 
each day. Some of the topics were: volunteerism, leadership, self-esteem, and gender equity. 
Each teacher from the school volunteered for one day of the summer camp. Ten youth leaders 
from the 9th grade helped co-facilitate the summer camp to promote leadership skills and 
volunteering. While all activities were made to be gender equitable, the majority of the students 
that signed up for the summer camp were female. Twenty total students signed up; 15 female and 
5 male. Each day had two hours dedicated to a topic, followed by an hour of physical education 
to promote healthy behaviors in the students. We would host soccer games, potato sack races, or 
balloon tag, I would teach them line dances from the United States, and more. The goal was to 
promote 60 minutes a day of physical activity for the kids. At the end of the summer camp, each 
student was awarded a diploma to show their hard work and participation. 
The mother-daughter lecture series was held over the course of three weeks. Each week a 
guest lecturer would come in and speak to a different age group of girls and their mothers. We 
had a gentleman come in from a local NGO who worked with student involvement in sports as 
well as a women who worked at the local youth clinic. The woman from the local youth clinic 
was a great contact to introduce to the girls, especially the older ones. The youth clinic hosts a 
variety of events and teaches the kids about different topics, not just physical education. One of 
the more taboo topics that they cover is reproductive health. Giving the girls access to that 
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contact was really valuable and allowed them to feel more comfortable when going to the youth 
clinic.  
The topic of the mother-daughter lecture series was “The importance of involving girls in 
sports”. The lecturers presented topics on health benefits of being physically active, opportunities 
in the area, how mothers can help their daughters get involved, and more. Each lecture was two 
hours long, beginning with an informational session for the girls and their mothers and ending 
with group exercises related to the topics discussed. The age groups were 7-10 years old, 11-13 
years old, and 14-16 years old. The girls were split up into these age groups to allow for smaller 
groups and lectures better curated for that specific age. In total 63 female students and ~30 
mothers participated in the lecture series. The mother-daughter trainings cost a total of $176.46 
for the conference spaces and to compensate the lecturers. 
Part of our grant project was to expose the students to new sports and physical education 
activities. One of the goals of Peace Corps is to share American culture with our host countries. 
One of those activities was to learn about American football, forming a club team in Olișani. 
American football is not a well-known sport in Eastern Europe, including Moldova. However, 
the Chișinau Sentinels are a team of Moldovans stationed in the capital that are slowly spreading 
knowledge of the sport across the country. The Sentinels host boot camps for schools to teach 
them the rules and regulations for flag football and will often allow the local school flag football 
teams to watch their football practices and games. The Sentinels started an annual flag football 
tournament for the schools that participate in their bootcamps. They also provided all of the 
sporting equipment the teams needed to play, as well as trained the coaches that are advising the 
teams. As part of the grant, our school had scheduled a field trip to take the students to the 
capital to watch an American football game. We had also scheduled a training with the Chișinau 
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Sentinels so that the students could learn flag football and compete in future tournaments. Due to 
the COVID-19 pandemic these events were postponed and later cancelled. 
2.4 Post-Intervention 
 
Unfortunately due to the COVID-19 pandemic, we were unable to finish our grant project 
because of the global evacuation of all Peace Corps Volunteers. This meant that we were unable 
to participate in the flag football bootcamp, visit the Moldova Olympic training center, host the 
district-wide volleyball tournament, and address final repairs and purchases for the gymnasium. 
The walls in the access hallway were not completed and still needed to be patched where there 
were cracks and later painted. We were also unable to purchase the last pieces of gym 
equipment: pull-up bar, track vaults, two additional gymnastics mats, large gym rope, volleyball 
net, and soccer goals.  
Due to Peace Corps grant regulations, the remaining grant balance had to be returned to 
the Peace Corps when all volunteers were evacuated. Normally in circumstances where a 
volunteer is unable to finish their project, the project is passed on to another volunteer. However, 
in this rare circumstance the project was not able to be continued and the remaining grant money 
had to be returned. The remaining community contributions could still be used at the discretion 
of the school and the community, but the remaining equipment was not able to be purchased.  
Further, we were unable to conduct our post-intervention surveys to determine whether or 
not the project resulted in an increase in female participation in physical education classes and 
sporting events. Even though the surveys were never conducted, I observed qualitative data 
based on my experience as a community member as well as verbal discussions with the women 
and girls. During the 2018-2019 academic year I observed physical education classes and 
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community sporting events on numerous occasions before our grant-funded intervention. My 
observations during this time period agreed with the pre-intervention survey results: girls did not 
participate in physical education classes from October to April. Similar observations were also 
made for the community women’s volleyball team. They would cancel their practices from 
October – April due to the gymnasium conditions.  
After the repairs to the gymnasium heating system were completed in October 2019, I 
observed that girls were more actively participating in their physical education classes from 
October 2019 to March 2020. Instead of sitting on the benches, as they did before the repairs, 
they participated in the activities with the boys. This was due in part to now having access to a 
private changing room. The girls reported that they enjoyed no longer having to practice in their 
school clothes or change in their homeroom teacher’s office. They felt that they had a safe and 
secure space of their own to change into their gym clothes. However, for them the bigger 
contributing factor was the more comfortable learning environment with the new heating 
systems, as was discussed by several female students.  
Furthermore, we observed an increase in participation in the community women’s 
volleyball team. In the year before the repairs, the women’s volleyball team cancelled practice 
and competitions from October – April due to the frigid indoor temperature of the gymnasium. 
After the repairs, the team scheduled regular practices three times a week. They were also able to 
recruit new members to the team and grow to a size that enabled them to compete against other 
teams in the district. This was especially touching for me, as my host mother, host sister and host 
aunt all joined the team. They were impressed with the repairs to the gymnasium and excited to 




Although COVID-19 cut the grant project short and we were unable to complete all of 
the projects and activities that were originally planned, we were luckily able to accomplish a 
substantial amount of progress on both the gymnasium infrastructure as well as the physical 
education program. As was demonstrated in the Peace Corps grant project, COVID-19 has 
greatly affected sporting events and physical education by limiting gatherings, not only in the 
Republic of Moldova, but across the world. Moving forward, how can we continue to empower 
girls and women through both sports and physical education in a post COVID-19 world? 
Sports teams have been greatly affected by the global pandemic. With added safety 
measures put in place, such as physical and social distancing, sporting events and physical 
activities have been disrupted. In order to ensure the health of athletes and all parties involved, 
major sporting events have been postponed or cancelled at the regional, national, and 
international levels [24]. High school and college sporting events are being postponed until 2021 
or longer. National sports teams are also being affected, committing to regular COVID-19 
testing, playing without fans in the stands, and in extreme cases having to postpone or cancel 
games due to COVID-19. For the first time in history, the Olympics and Paralympics have been 
postponed to 2021 [24]. Physical education classes at the school and recreational levels are also 
being affected. Physical education classes are being held in schools either virtually, or while 
maintaining social distance. So how can we continue to empower women and girls, while 
maintaining a social distance of 6 feet apart? 
Video conferences are playing a large role by engaging both women and girls virtually in 
the comfort and safety of their own homes. More people are participating in exercise classes now 
over virtual platforms than they were previously, with 73% of consumers using pre-recorded 
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workout videos as compared to 17% in 2019 and 85% of consumers participating in live workout 
classes compared to the 7% participating in 2019 [25]. With the pandemic limiting social 
gatherings and activities, an easy activity to do in the comfort of your own home is a virtual 
exercise class. It is possible that some women may not be comfortable participating in an 
exercise class with a group of people or working out at a gym. With virtual platforms, they can 
now stay physically active in the comfort of their own homes, while also building their own self-
esteem and self-confidence. It is possible that they could be building the confidence they need to 
participate in an in-person class when the conditions are safer to do so. 
 I spoke with two women who teach or coach athletic activities that have been influenced 
by the COVID-19 pandemic. K.C. Brunini is the owner/instructor at The Bar[re] in Rocky Hill 
Connecticut. The Bar[re] is a fitness studio that offers classes using the barre method, a low 
impact fitness class that uses a combination of yoga, Pilates and dance. Brunini got into this field 
because she loved being creative while also being surrounded by new people and new energies. 
However, given the current circumstances, she has had to change her point of view. To Brunini, 
she feels like her job has become more important than it had been before. She has made it 
possible for her clients to now stream all of the classes, giving those still uncomfortable with 
going in to the studio a way to continue with their barre classes. Although she has faced several 
obstacles due to the pandemic, Brunini notes that a positive of COVID-19 is that it forced her to 
add an on-demand option to her website, allowing her customers access to workouts at any time. 
This is something she has been meaning to do, but kept putting off. Brunini (2020) states “There 
is no such thing as being closed now. Because of the pandemic, the fitness industry has turned 
into a 365 day business. No snow days, no holidays. We are able to reach people virtually 
anywhere at any time” [26]. 
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 Lee-J Mirasolo is Associate Head Coach for the women’s hockey team at Harvard 
University in Cambridge Massachusetts. Her position as has changed since mid-March due to the 
COVID-19 pandemic. At Harvard University, only first-year students from the US were allowed 
to live on campus for the Fall 2020 semester. The returning women’s hockey team players 
elected to take a leave of absence from the team in order to maintain their eligibility for this year. 
Of the four first-year students, two were Canadian, which meant that they currently only have 
two players on campus. At the beginning of October 2021, Harvard went in to phase 2, allowing 
sports teams to hold practices. Since there are only two active members of the team, Mirasolo 
notes that these practices feel more like private sessions. Mirasolo (2020) states, “The amount of 
attention those two players are receiving from the coaching staff is unmatched” [27]. Due to 
NCAA rules and regulations, unlike Brunini, Mirasolo cannot use online video conferencing 
methods for her team. Mirasolo states, “NCAA rules prohibit us from “coaching” any student-
athletes who are not enrolled in classes. Therefore, we can only coach (practice, video, etc) the 
enrolled students living in residence. For Harvard Women’s Hockey, that is two” [27]. 
 Although the COVID-19 pandemic essentially cancelled the women’s hockey season, 
Mirasolo notes that it has also had its benefits. Some of the players who elected to take a leave of 
absence are instead devoting their time to internships. Two of the players are currently working 
with Voice in Sport (VIC) for their internships. VIC is an organization whose goal is to promote 
women in athletics. Mirasolo (2020) states, “These two players have been working tirelessly 
with the VIC, Student-Athlete Advisory Council (SAAC), and Harvard Votes Challenge to get 
every Harvard student-athlete from all 42 varsity sports to pledge to vote, WHICH THEY DID! 
Our players have been working to educate themselves on and support the Black Lives Matter 
movement, as well as fight for social justice for all marginalized communities. They fundraised 
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~2K for two charities: Black Girls Hockey Club and Equal Justice Initiative” [27]. Without the 
demanding D-1 athletic schedule, these women are able to participate in activities that they 
would not have been able to do without the pandemic [27]. 
 As was shown by both examples given by Brunini and Mirasolo, the COVID-19 
pandemic has had presented both obstacles and new opportunities. Moving forward, we can use 
the practices displayed by Brunini, Mirasolo, and other women like them to continue to promote 
women’s participation in sports and physical education. By utilizing virtual formats for exercise 
and other physical education classes, as stated by Brunini, we have the opportunity to for these 
classes to be held 365 days a year. Where weather, holidays, and other factors impacted this in 
the past, the COVID-19 pandemic has allowed us to reimagine what participation looks like for 
the physical education world.  
 There are also applications to empower women through physical education outside of 
video conferencing methods. In Moldova not all of my students have access to the internet or 
computers. For those students who cannot access their class materials online, they are assigned 
the exercises to do at home. By bringing their physical education classes home, they are able to 
involve other family members and friends. Both video conference and in-person methods of 
physical education can be used by women across the world. In a world filled with so much 
despair and uncertainty, now is the best time to get up and stay active.  
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4 Conclusion  
 
  Although participating in a Peace Corps grant is not required, I would highly recommend 
it to any Peace Corps volunteer. The grant provided me with a unique opportunity to help 
physically empower the girls in my school. We were able to provide them with a space that 
became more inclusive and safe. One of the objectives of this project was to increase female 
participation in physical education and sports, and we were able to accomplish that. Through the 
project we opened the doors for new sports teams and clubs to be formed. With the equipment 
provided, the girls were able to form a gymnastics club. They are not able to compete at the 
moment, but I have no doubt that they will in the future. By changing the conditions in the gym 
we were also able to provide a space, not only for the girls in my community, but for female 
athletes in the entire district. There are plans for the gym to be a main competition site when 
group sports are allowed again after the pandemic.  
 We not only observed an increase of participation in physical education and sports, but 
we also witnessed the empowerment of others through this project. In this project psychological 
empowerment is demonstrated as becoming comfortable within ourselves, but also as 
overcoming physical barriers. In this case the physical barriers were the infrastructure and 
conditions of the gymnasium. These barriers held these girls back from reaching their full 
potential. By repairing the infrastructure in the gym we were able to eliminate the barriers that 
kept these girls from participating in physical education and sports.  
 We also saw an increase in social empowerment through the formation of new sports 
teams and clubs, as well as an increase in pre-existing sports teams. As we saw with the 
women’s volleyball team, repairing the gym and replacing the equipment had a positive effect on 
the team. It motivated more women, like my host mom, to join and participate in a group 
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activity, empowering others through the social aspect of the volleyball team. The team also 
allowed younger girls who were not old enough to compete to practice with them. This set a 
positive example for these girls, motivating them to join the team when they are older.  
Empowerment is a broad term. It means something different to different people. Through 
this project I now define empowerment as striving to improve yourself and the conditions around 
you every day, no matter how hard it may be or how long it may take. This project would not 
have been possible without the many dedicated women who saw a physical barrier and strove to 
overcome it, no matter the cost. In doing so, they provided our village the space to continue to 
increase female participation in physical education and sports and continue to empower the 
females of the district, proving that together we can empower ourselves and each other through 
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A.1 Grant Surveys 
A.1.1 Student Survey 
 
Figure 7: All students enrolled in the elementary and middle school in Olișcani were surveyed (37 boys, 63 girls), for a total of 
100 students. 




Figure 8: 15 women in the community of  Olișcani that are involved with the women’s volleyball team completed this survey. 
. 
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A.1.3 Female Athletes 
 
Figure 9: The female athletes survey was sent to 8 different villages in the district of Șoldănești, all of whom compete in 
volleyball tournaments in Olișcani. We surveyed a total of 120 female athletes. 
 
 
A.2 Activities  















Figure 12: The 10-day summer camp featured different personal development and health topics each day. This image 
shows a lesson on volunteerism and leadership. 
Figure 11: The summer camp focused on physical activity and had a different exercise planned for each day. 
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Figure 13: The image shows the participants of the 10-day summer camp along with Peace Corps Volunteer Aprille Hibbard, Vice Principal Vera 
Botan, and Student Leaders Anton and Elena. 
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A.2.2 Mother Daughter Training 
A.2.3 Soccer Stadium 
 
Figure 15: The image shows the field trip to the national soccer stadium 
Figure 14: The image shows the Mother Daughter training for girls (11-13). 
